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Vacuum plasmas in contact with surfaces have the tendency to follow the surface contours. 

For complex shape surfaces, as example surfaces with voids and gaps plasma follows the contour 
only if the inside volume of the respective cavities offers enough room for sheath development. 
For sheath thicknesses smaller than the gap width the discharge may enter the gap [1] and the 
plasma border is conformal in respect to the wall topography. This peculiarity of plasmas can be 
useful for enhancing the plasma effects on complex surfaces, as example plasma cleaning inside 

gaps. In a previous contribution the appropriate conditions 
for sustaining radiofrequency discharges, in argon and 
nitrogen, inside channels with widths in the range 0.6 - 2 
mm were reported, in relation with a possible application for 
removal of co-deposited layers from castellated Tokamak 
tiles [2]. The respective conditions were established by 
performing experiments in which the discharge power and 
the pressure were used to control the sheath thickness. The 
experimental set-up consisted of a vacuum chamber in 

which a disk-like cooled RF electrode was facing a grounded castellated surface, in parallel plate 
geometry. During the experiments the effect of plasma segmentation inside the channels was 
observed: the continuous plasma line from the inside of the long gaps was replaced by a series of 
periodic small microdischarges. The occurrence of this phenomenon and its dependence on 
pressure, RF voltage, and gap width is presented in this contribution. A schematic view of the 
segmented plasma is shown in Figure 1. 

In order to obtain the domain in which the segmented plasma exists the pressure in the 
discharge was increased at constant forwarded power for a given gap width. The following 
behaviour was noticed: at low pressure the discharge is off because the applied voltage is under 
the breakdown value. By increasing the pressure the breakdown occurs and plasma fills the 
interelectrodic space. If the gap is large enough to accommodate the sheath the discharge enters 
the gap, or if the gap is too narrow the entering in gap occurs later at a larger pressure value. By 
increasing further the pressure the discharge segmentation occurs. The segmented discharge exists 
until the pressure increase causes the discharge constriction or even its extinction.  

The existence domain of the segmented discharge domain in pressure voltage coordinates 
for a gap of 1.4 mm width is shown in Figure 2. It was obtained by connecting the points were 
segmentation occurs (low pressure) and the points were discharge constriction occurs (high 
pressure). The space in the diagram in Figure 2 can be divided in the following regions: i) in the 
centre is the region where the discharge is in segmented regime; ii) at the left (low pressure) is the 
region of non-segmented discharge regime; iii) at the bottom  is the region where the discharge is 
not existing at all (too low voltages); iv) at the right is the region of constricted discharge regime; 
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Figure 1. The schematic view of a 
segmented discharge developed 

along a narrow channel 



v) the region situated in the upper part, at voltage values over the dotted line (which corresponds 
to power values of about 150 W) was not investigated because of the heating effects.  

In Figure 3 are presented the regions where the segmented discharge exists for gaps of 0.6, 
1 and 1.4 mm widths. It is observed that the segmentation occurs for small gaps as well, but their 
existence domains are less extended in comparison with the larger gaps. 

The segmentation of the RF discharge inside narrow channels is a form of 1D discharge 
self-organization. It has probably the same nature as the formation of striations in the DC 
discharges operated in long narrow tubes. For cleaning applications the segmentation should be 
prevented in order to insure the treatment uniformity. 
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Figure 2. The domain in which a 
segmented discharge exists in a gap 

of 1.4 mm width 

Figure 3. The domains of existence of 
segmented discharge regimes in gaps 

of 0.6, 1 an 1.4 mm width 


